The Grail Conspiracies: A technothriller of the powers of the human mind

A tip promising “the truth” of what really happened to his uncle, an OSS agent in World War
II, leads Greg Tapscott to France and the main port of the Knights Templar, legendary
Guardians of the Holy Grail As he cuts through layers of deception, disinformation and
conspiracies, he learns that his uncle may have uncovered the true Grail, not the Holy Grail in
the legends of mystical cups and secret blood-lines, but rather “secret knowledge of the most
powerful force ever known, a power dormant within the human mind, the secret to tapping the
highest human potential. . . . for good or evil.” But Greg is not alone in his quest: Twisted
Messiah, a Neo-Nazi superstar rock group with a world-wide “army “of feral kids and
potential terrorists, lurk behind, ready to grab and use whatever he turns up
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